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PRESS RELEASE
20.08.2013
(KPSS: Our silence be not taken as for granted)
KPSS wishes to expresses dislike on the incident that happened in
Hawl Pulwama, in which some un-scrupulous elements were involved
stone pelting on the Migrant Camp. Inmates of this Camp are those
Kashmiri Pandits who returned back to Valley and joined different
Government Departments under PM’s Migrants rehabilitation
programme.
KPSS do not see this incidence in isolation. As since, Gool, Kishtwar
Communal violence, number of such incidences took place
in Kashmir, which can not be taken for granted. To quote a few, on
the very night when Gool Kishtwar Communal Violence happened, few
youths in old city try to burn a temple alongwith two dozen Kashmir
Pandits who have taken shelter in that Temple. Later the inmates
showed some courage and the miscreants had to run from the scene.
Non of the person from the majority community who live within
vicinity came forward to save them or condemned this discreditable
incident.
Recently some of the well educated University going youths
threatened few Kashmiri Pandits living in down town area and
expressed that they want to annihilate minorities as they are fed up
by their very existence in the Valley.
If these incidents happen somewhere outside Kashmir, then the
people who do these evil acts are called “Communal or Right Wing
People”, but if these acts happen in Kashmir, then how can be these
people be named just “Miscreants”.
KPSS express anguish that after living in Kashmir for entire turmoil
period, and worked for peace and tranquility of Kashmir, a Kashmiri
Pandit have to live in scary way. It clearly shows that the not enough
has been done at ground zero to stabilize the situation
in Kashmir and makes it conducive of a minority.
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KPSS is not in a mood to take any lip sympathies from the separatists
/ main stream / religious leaders. As it has been experienced that by
giving some sermons or press releases do not change the ground
situation for the minorities. As these press releases and sermons are
not executed efficiently by these leaders at ground level. Further
separatists camp is cautioned not to send any such person or leader
to these camps whose image in tinted and are responsible for the
exodus and killing of minorities in Kashmir Valley. It shows that these
camps take these kind of acts very leniently and show disrespect to
the minority community. Also, KPSS is making it clear as if such
intimidative acts are repeated either in individual or collective level,
we will be forced to take any stern action against the culprits and
above all our silence may not be taken as for granted. These people
who take fun to intimidate minorities should be exposed and majority
community by themselves should hand over to law enforcing agencies
so that these ill minded people are given no opportunity to execute
their evil plans.
Sanjay K. Tickoo
President, KPSS
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